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Hot off the press! 
 

At the threshold of its first thirty years, Collegio Nuovo shows some (helpful) figures 
 
 

At the threshold of the thirtieth year of Collegio Nuovo’s founding, the new issue of "Nuovità", the annual College’s 
magazine, is released. The enthusiasm is always great for corporately highlighting (yet with individual expression) the 
collegiate experience in all its facades, telling of professional accomplishments and also of some personal experience. 
365 minutes, or rather roughly 6 hours is the estimated time given for a thorough reading of "Nuovità"; while the time to 
make it is a full and fruitful year, the overview being a story in itself. 

 
There are two chosen themes for the “Vetrina”, our showcase column: the internationalization of Collegio Nuovo, for 
which a monographic publication will be dedicated in 2008, while in this issue we anticipate the meeting at the 
Rockefeller Foundation in Bellagio. As single representative from Europe, Collegio Nuovo has been elected into the 
Executive Committee of Women's Education Worldwide, a network of the most prestigious colleges and institutions 
dedicated to the development of women’s education. Again, Nuovo will be the one to host the third Meeting of WEW, at 
the beginning of June 2008, with the title of “Women and Politics”. 

 
A focus will then follow on the professional careers of those who graduated from the College in 1995, 2000 and 2005. 
To give just a few figures: 80% represent those with an occupation (a flattering percentage considering that the survey 
was carried out at the beginning of 2006 and therefore also includes those who had just graduated); 80% are those who 
have managed to find work within six months of completing the degree, there are around 40% for those who hold a 
permanent position, while 35% gain highly qualified positions. Another survey, undertaken by the Regional Observatory 
for Study Rights, closes with this significant discovery on the collegiate community of 2006-07: “The analysis of the 
performances obtained at Collegio Nuovo in Pavia reveals the true character of this College as an institution of 
‘excellence’, given the majority of the researched factors obtain the highest possible or extremely positive results in 
residential, leisure and culture services, as well as in relational aspects”. 

 
The mark of the quality of the Nuovo has always been the figures relating both to undergraduates and Alumnae: 92% of 
the graduates between September 2006 and July 2007 were awarded the “laurel” not just in the expected time, but also 
cum laude. Some forty Nuovo girls have also been given either a free place or an overseas study grant: no mean feat 
for the College to strengthen and secure these opportunities, taking heed of its primary mission: namely to hold in first 
place academic merit. This is why the cost of admission for the students corresponds on average to 38.4% of the 
maintenance costs. 

 
Furthermore, the College records yet another growth: nearly 250 hours of accredited university courses, along with 
meetings with professionals coming not only from the academic world; a doubling since last year of the conferences 
offered to the wider public (always pitched at a high level, with guests, among others, such as Nando Dalla Chiesa, 
Niccolò Ammaniti, Krzysztof Zanussi, Cristina Comencini, Giorgio Conte and Antonia Arslan) and the College's 
recognition by the press has more than doubled. 
A mark of good health, finally, is also the win for the fourth time in five years of the “Coppone del Torneo” for 
intercollegiate sport! 

Pavia, 13th December 2007 
 

Info: Saskia Avalle, Cultural and academic activities – External Relations - relest.collegionuovo@unipv.it 



 
COLLEGIO NUOVO GOES INTERNATIONAL 
 
ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION, BELLAGIO 
 
It is stamped and sealed: Pavia's Collegio Nuovo will act as host to the third international summit of WEW, 
'Women's Education Worldwide', the global network of the most prestigious universities' womens' colleges. 
University Presidents and Deans as well as academic and tutorial collegiate staff from the United States – 
the main instigator of this collaboration – in addition to those from Saudi Arabia, Australia, Bahrein, 
Bangladesh, Canada, the United Arab Emirates, the Philippines, Japan, India, Kenya and Pakistan gathered 
together between 20th - 24th August at the headquarters of the key supporter Rockefeller Foundation in 
Bellagio.  
Collegio Nuovo with Paola Bernardi (Dean) and Saskia Avalle (Director of Studies and Social Secretary) 
represented Europe in this initial summit, which sketched out the opening plan of action put forward for the 
network and mapped out the next meeting.  
This conference also bore the network's first Executive Committee, with Collegio Nuovo taking the stage 
again, alongside Mount Holyoke and Smith College (USA), Dubai Women’s College (UAE), Lady Shri Ram 
College for Women (India) and Kiriri Women’s University of Science and Technology (Kenya). A great 
achievement for Italy who, thanks to one of her highest ranking university women's colleges, enters into the 
constitutional stage of a prestigious and internationally renowned enterprise. 
The date is set for June 2008 which will see the 46 institutions affiliated to WEW meet together in Pavia for a 
congress which, for the first time, will also be open to the general public. The chosen theme is Women and 
Politics, and will compare the various models of Student Government considered to be 'good practice', as 
well as give students the first opportunity to exercise leadership, all adding to an integrated collegiate 
experience. In light of this meeting in Italy, Collegio Nuovo will also take part in the summit of the Women's 
College Coalition in Washington (October 2007) in which some other fifty North American women's colleges 
will be present. 
 
In the very same week that “Newsweek” published a special on “Global education: the race is on”, featuring 
the competition between 'top schools' and the risk that the western world faces in losing its leading position, 
some twenty institutions from Women's Education Worldwide discussed various points of view regarding 
the cooperation and consolidation of the network in one of the enterprise's preliminary meetings at the 
Rockefeller Foundation in Bellagio. The general consensus is this: a need to globalise the curriculum for our 
female students, both by preparing them to apply for jobs of the highest calibre and by encouraging them 
towards professional sectors in which women are sparsely represented. 
On the first day, seven institutions described their respective challenges, ranging in their collegiate status 
from the most recent ones to those with a long-standing tradition. There is even one which will begin the 
Access Program next spring, namely the Asian University for Women in Bangladesh which aims to attract 
students from countries “less than friendly” to its campuses. 
The first category consists of institutions like the Kiriri Women's College of Nairobi, founded five years ago, 
which proposes a “sandwich year” in its curriculum (similar to that of the Access Program) to better prepare 
the female students to handle their academic studies, and gear them towards sectors such as science, 
mathematics and computer science. 
Meanwhile, Effat College in Saudi Arabia (cf. Nuovità no. 17) finds itself confronted with a critical situation 
linked to poor management in the education sector as well as a culture of learning which is largely “text-
based” rather than geared towards research and wider experience. Nevertheless educational programs are on 
offer in engineering, architecture, business - courses which would otherwise be inaccessible to the public, 
providing an alternative to education abroad. 
Finally, the Royal University for Women in Bahrain: a college which is said to have affirmed (rather 
courageously) women's education as being 'for profit', an already widely-accepted reality there. It operates in 
a context similar to that of Saudi Arabia, where at present the relationship between supply and demand is 
being reassessed. Furthermore, the challenge to go well beyond the current bracket of six years needs the re-
defining of qualitative standards, by making the most of the vast private investments which the College 
benefits from. 
The situation, however, is different for the likes of institutions such as the long-standing Women's College of 
the University of Queensland (Australia), the Spelman in Georgia (USA) and the Kobe in Japan, carrying 



with them different challenges altogether. While the issue of attracting students presides, the more pressing 
factor is the selection process as the demand out-numbers the places available. Finding a balance between 
tradition and originality is no mean feat and the high-level competition at every stage of the recruitment 
process for academic staff presents a challenge in itself. Another primary objective is to grow and strengthen 
bond with the Alumni Association, which not only provides a historical investment but also an economic 
one: Spelman College, founded at the end of the nineteenth century for girls of mixed race launched a 
massive campaign “Commitment to Spelman: No expiration date. Every woman, every year...” which also 
continues to involve current students.  
The successive days were dedicated to discussing the criteria for a database of the 46 institutions, enabling 
the steps for benchmarking and promoting the aforementioned common programs to be put in place. A few 
of these programs, however, are already running such as the Insight Dubai Program or the Next International 
Leadership Conference reserved for students (similar to the one which we had in Porta Nevia). It will take 
place in June 2008 at Mount Holyoke College, in connection with the Meeting in Pavia, reserved for the 
directive staff of the Colleges and Alumni Association, and which will, in part, be open to the general public. 
The final day outlined the structure and aims of the network which could be articulated as follows: Women’s 
Education Worldwide – Leaders in women’s education from around the globe is open to accredited Colleges, 
Universities and Organisations across the globe that have as a primary mission the education and 
advancement of women. The network's members, listed on the WEW site, are invited to the meetings which 
take place every other year and they are expected to actively take part in at least one of these every four 
years, as well as in the initiatives put forward by the WEW. The Executive Committee recognises ex officio 
the presence of Mount Holyoke College and Smith College, as well as other institutions which have hosted 
the summit at the last two occasions, the one that will host it in the future, and the other two Colleges 
nominated by members and selected according to geographic representation. In conclusion, the proposal of a 
model for future biennial meetings was presented and discussed. Next meeting: Pavia, June 2008.  
 
 
WITH THE COLEGIOS MAYORES IN SALAMANCA 
 
From 10th - 13th September 2006 Collegio Nuovo was invited once more on the celebration of the XXIX 
Jornadas de Colegios Mayores from Spain, the annual initiative to gather together the Spanish University 
Colleges. More than a hundred representatives from some eighty institutions – from Italy, among others, the 
Dean of Collegio Nuovo, Paola Bernardi and the President of the Italian University Colleges Conference 
(CCU), Carlo Felice Casula; from Spain there were several more, mainly from Granada, Madrid, Valencia 
and Seville, taking part in the congress which was held in the magnificent 'Paraninfo' in the historic 
University of Salamanca and in the Colegio Mayor Fonseca. The subject was prospects of the university 
colleges within the European Space of Higher Education: the proceedings by José Antonio Calvo Gómez 
(director of CM Fonseca, Salamanca) are recently published. 
 
If President Casula crafted the story and the strong points of Italian University Colleges, now gathered 
together in a Conference, the Coordinator for the Commission of international relations within the CCU, 
Gian Luca Giovannucci, emphasised how the Italo-Spanish collaboration could be intended as a pulling force 
of the European University Colleges Association. Why should we create a network? The goal is in tune with 
those of the European Union, as Saskia Avalle (member of the aforementioned Commission) remembered, 
while illustrating some EU programs during the Congress, in line with Cristina Castagnoli. 'Building' 
Europe, by highlighting colleges with a front-stage role in defining the brand of the European University 
system, and making it more attractive for students from all over China, India, the Mediterranean and the 
Arab-speaking world. 
In closing the series of speeches given by the Italian contingent, Dean Paola Bernardi did not take Europe for 
granted but pushed the perspective wider afield, making herself spokesperson of the mission of Women's 
Education Worldwide, the network of international institutions committed to the advancement of women's 
education (see the above article). The greater expansion of horizons on the one hand (particularly in the 
Middle and Far East, the United States and Australia) and the apparent constriction on the other. The so-
called apparent constriction refers to the value of educating women, as the Nobel Amartya Sen remarks 
himself, considering the education of women one of the indicators of a developed society. Paola Bernardi’s 
appeal did not go down unheard, and was also aimed at mixed colleges – of which there are many in Spain – 
provided that they share the value of advancing the cause of women in education as their primary goal. 



The speeches of the Spanish representatives focused on “creating harmony, not uniformity”: highlighting the 
necessity to go ahead, in the university system, with an overlap on many levels: academic structure, 
technical-administrative aspects, study curriculum as well as models for teaching and learning. The teacher 
of the History of Education, Prof. José María Hernández Díaz emphasized that the teaching method ex 
cathedra – which ironically was evidently symbolised in the next-door room where Fray Luis de Léon taught 
from his 'pulpit' – must be renewed by a model more similar to a seminar program. We shouldn’t forget that 
“project-based learning”, “learning by doing” were the keywords used last January by the Dean of Dubai 
Women's College, while illustrating the didactic model implemented at DWC… 
 The Vice Dean for Institutional relations of the University of Salamanca, José Manuel Llorente Pinto gave a 
speech on the trends of studying (and teaching) abroad as being the key element in the building of a “Europe 
of knowledge”. He effectively drew together the goals (not only the development of the exchange programs, 
but also keeping them reciprocated: too often there is an asymmetry between the supply and demand – you 
only need to think of the United States, for instance), the prerequisites (availability and financial situation of 
the students), and... obstacles: the lack of study grants and the hesitation on the part of the students to make 
the most of the opportunities available; insufficient organisation between the universities and difficulty in 
validating exams, the lack of initiative by some of the teachers to promote these 'over the border' 
experiences, yet alone studying in ‘another university’. Another issue is the lack of suitable accommodation, 
which makes the research and study experience abroad a real adventure. Without wanting to diminish the 
formative value that the adventure itself presents (as well as the art of managing oneself!), in this sense the 
Colleges could play an important role. By joining together and emphasising their strengths (by creating 
harmony, not uniformity) and communicating to them effectively, they can present themselves as privileged 
places to live and study, with an international feel.  
And it is within this context that a Protocol agreement was signed on 28th June 2007 by the Conference of 
Italian University Colleges, Spain’s Consejo de Colegios Mayores, Warsaw’s Polytechnic and the Netherhall 
Educational Association (London, Oxford) for the launch of EUCA, European Colleges Association.  
 
 
FIRST-CLASS GRADUATES: A SURVEY ON CAREERS  
 
Last year in Rome the quality of the Colleges (and the criteria to define it) had ample forum, as was featured 
in “Nuovità” no. 17 -2006. What would give a better criteria than the graduates' results themselves? 
Thus emerged a study coordinated by Marina D'Amato, a Professor in the Faculty of Education Studies at 
the University of Roma Tre, with the help of Sabrina Drasigh and Milena Gammaitoni. Flattering results for 
the Colleges, which can be read in Report 2006-2007 of the Conference of Italian University Colleges. Here 
is a little glimpse into Collegio Nuovo, through the eyes of graduates from the years 1995, 2000 and 2005. 
Many thanks to those who took part. 
 
First-class graduates... around 80%. Did you expect a full 100%? 
You need to look at what the 80% means: the number of graduates who work, and among these, there is the 
80% who find a job within the first six months of graduating: this is a great time-frame, considering the 
general feeling of being in “limbo” post-graduation. This is a even more flattering, when we take into 
account those who study biomedical science (which is what Collegio Nuovo is famous for) to carry on with a 
further specialisation. Ultimately: you must consider the reference sample, further made up by those who 
graduated in 2005, and the time of the survey (February 2006). 
Among the many privileged routes into the working world which the College offers – which makes up a 
96.7% of the surveyed people, not said with a captatio benevolentiae in mind, don’t be misunderstood! - 
35% carry on with an internship, so that they get a taste for the professional world: it provides one with the 
so-called “dog’s body” experience. 
The other 20% class themselves in the bracket “personal initiative” by finding an occupation: this reflects 
their ability to take the bull by the horns in the working world – and in other words, letting go of the apron 
strings. 
Around 17% answered “relatives/friends recommendation”. Be aware that this recommendations does not 
mean that merit is not taken into account (you’ll read further how merit is important to college students).  
Moreover it seems that the best headhunter is someone already employed in a firm and therefore best suited 
to recognising in esteemed acquaintances the skills for a specified job. This recommendation is the signal 
that says: 'Look, there's this opportunity, why don't you go for it?' which is as good as dead if there is no 



personal initiative or relational skills, all features that College life encourages. The remaining approx. 15% 
indicate a direct calling into the business world.  
Among the prerequisites deemed most important for finding a job, other than academic preparation, is the 
benefit of going outside of Italy (ability to speak other languages and experience abroad together count for 
some 30%): the columns in Nuovità, which in recent years have become known as Work Experience and 
Adventures Abroad testify themselves to this trend. 
The difference between public (50%) and private (40%) working environments is not vast: the 10% gap is 
due to those who are self-employed (does this statistic overlap with the aforementioned “personal 
initiative”?). 
Health, education and research have the lion's share in the professional sectors, which is hardly surprising 
given the traditional representation in the collegiate community. It is beginning to become a significant 
representation for those for those who work in computer technology, in banking, in insurance and in law. 
Speaking of law, how have we landed ourselves in the area of job contracts? Again the figure of 80% stands 
out, this time linked to the employees’ work, and nearly 40% hold a permanent position; more than the 35% 
have a highly-qualified position. 
If we place some of these figures under the “gender lens” two important aspects come into focus. If it is 
actually true that there is a large female contingent geared towards academic study (the national and inter-
collegiate research statistics suggest this is the case) and that women are working even harder to gain stable, 
contractual positions and first-class qualifications (how many speeches, even in this newsletter have been on 
“the glass ceiling”!), on the other hand, in a countertrend, female college students are far more geared 
towards studying in the scientific sphere. 
Furthermore, academic merit (with an average of 27/30!) as well the presence of an interdisciplinary 
community are deemed the most effective life-tools in finding work, as was the stated opinion on aspects of 
College life. This statistic, taken from inter-collegiate research, proves the only case in which women 'outdo' 
men, as they place a high value on the merit selection process. Let’s say just a few words on another survey 
undertaken this time on current undergraduates, from which the choice of College emerged as being 
desirable because it acts as an obvious measure of the success and capability of the individual. 
Therefore, we’re pleased with the 80%, but the laurel leaves are not laid to rest, and there is room for 
improvement, similarly for the collegiate staff who want to solidify the expectations of those who place, 
nearly unanimously, their trust in the College. In a name game played during the survey, the College was in 
fact alluded to as being a “woman”, a “young aunt”, an “emancipated person who does whatever she wants, 
fun but not frivolous, sporty and dynamic, who follows her heart.” Not bad! 
 

(Translation by Mary-Jane Simpson) 


